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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before I begin giving this presentation, I would like to provide a little background as to why U.S. DOT initiated this study.  In a variety of forums, procurement has been surfaced as an important and challenging topic that agencies must address in deploying Connected Vehicle (CV) projects. Due to the emerging nature of this field, most state and local transportation agencies have had limited experience with procuring CV systems. Given the current state of the marketplace for CV vendors and equipment manufacturers, the CV pilot program and various ongoing initiatives such as the SPaT challenge, as well as other CV or Connected and Automated Vehicles testing and deployment efforts by leading agencies, the USDOT developed an assessment of the state of the practice for procuring CV equipment and systems. This project addresses the question of how state DOTs and local agencies are purchasing connected vehicle equipment and systems today and what trends are emerging. This project addresses the question of how state DOTs and local agencies are purchasing connected vehicle equipment and systems today and what trends are emerging.  The research was sponsored by the ITS JPO (under my direction) in cooperation with the Federal Highway Administration’s (FHWA’s) Office of Operations (task manager/lead John Corbin). 
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 Research and assess current state-of-the-practice for 
CV Procurement
□ How do transportation agencies purchase (or plan to purchase) ITS CV 

equipment, systems, and services?
□ “Case study” agencies to provide different real-world examples

 Document challenges, lessons learned, and 
recommendations from early CV deployers

 Identify potential actions for US DOT to facilitate 
successful CV procurements

CV Procurement Analysis 
Purpose

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the Major Objectives of the study.  The intent was to determine how agencies are procuring or purchasing CV equipment, systems, and services…. Addressing questions such as “What methods are agencies using?” “How do agencies use consultants in the process”, and “What types of contracts are being used?”  3 case studies were also documented to provide actual real-world examples. Another objective is to document challenges, lessons learned, and recommendations that the agency contacts identify related to CV procurement. Lastly, we wanted to capture any potential actions for U.S. DOT that came up in the interviews that agencies think would be helpful for facilitating successful CV procurements. Although the study focused on and I will be discussing connected vehicles and CV  applications, most of the findings apply to the infrastructure-side of connected and automated vehicles (CAVs) and connected and automated transportation (CAT).  So it's important to keep that in mind as I go through the findings!     
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows an overview of the research plan. The literature scan helped the research team identify topics, questions, and projects to include in the survey. Candidate participants included early CV deployers as well as grant participants that are planning to implement connected vehicle applications (such as ATCMTD program grants).  We also identified several project contacts through the SPaT challenge website.  Develop Case Studies. Three CV procurement case studies (Florida DOT’s CV program, the Georgia DOT Atlanta project, and the Colorado DOT’s I-70 Mountain corridor) are also documented, including the project background, procurement approach used, results, and lessons learned to date.  Document and Share Findings.  This presentation highlights the final summary research findings.  The  final project report offers a synthesis of this information and provides examples of individual responses.    
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CV Procurement Analysis
Projects/Sites Surveyed

Interviewed CV Deployment 
Location  

CV Pilot Site 
Legend:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the different project sites that were included in the 11 interviews that we conducted.  (The 3 sites shown in blue in Pennsylvania were handled by one interview, in fact several of the agency contacts provided insight into multiple projects).  Just to name a few:Maricopa County, AZ (Anthem, AZ) [Faisal Saleem]State of ColoradoDenver, CO (Public Works ATCMTD Grant) [Matthew McAllister]I-70, statewide [Tyler Svitak- recently left CDOT, Benjamin Acimovic, and Team]State of Florida Tallahassee, FL [Raj Ponnaluri]Osceola County, FL [Jeremy Dilmore]Atlanta, GA [Alan Davis]State of Michigan [Collin Castle]Marysville, OH (ATCMTD Grant) [Eric Phillips and Team]State of Pennsylvania [Mark Kopko]     Pittsburgh, PA     Harrisburg, PA     Philadelphia, PAState of Utah [Blaine Leonard]Commonwealth of Virginia [Virginia Lingham, Cathy McGhee] The 11 interviews represented a good sample of CV projects across various states around the country. We initially targeted about 25 agency contacts (so we had a 44% successful response rate).  We also heard back from several individuals that felt they didn’t qualify to provide information to the study, because they had not yet gone through a CV procurement. Most projects are scoped at fewer than 100 total RSUs at this time.   CV pilot sites are shown here as well, however since so much is documented about them through the CV pilot program website, they were not the subject of our interviews.  We included their findings through the literature review of the project, and have reviewed their comprehensive acquisition and installation plans. Lessons learned from the CV pilot sites are fairly consistent with the findings presented here.  
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CV Procurement Analysis
Projects/Sites for Contacts Interviewed (11)

 Maricopa County, AZ (Anthem, AZ) 
 State of Colorado

□ Denver, CO 
(Smart City ATCMTD Grant)

□ I-70, statewide 
 State of Florida 

□ Tallahassee, FL
□ Osceola County, FL

 Atlanta, GA

 State of Michigan 
 Marysville, OH (ATCMTD Grant) 
 State of Pennsylvania

□ Pittsburgh, PA
□ Harrisburg, PA
□ Philadelphia, PA

 State of Utah 
 Commonwealth of Virginia 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To give you a sense of how many had seen their CV project all the way through the procurement/deployment process, 6 of those interviewed had projects that had reached a post-deployment operational stage and were being maintained, while the other 5 had CV projects in various stages from initial project planning (1 interviewee), design and development (2 interviewees), or installation/system integration/testing phase (2 interviewees).  Just to name a few:Maricopa County, AZ (Anthem, AZ) [Faisal Saleem]State of ColoradoDenver, CO (Public Works ATCMTD Grant) [Matthew McAllister]I-70, statewide [Tyler Svitak- recently left CDOT, Benjamin Acimovic, and Team]State of Florida Tallahassee, FL [Raj Ponnaluri]Osceola County, FL [Jeremy Dilmore]Atlanta, GA [Alan Davis]State of Michigan [Collin Castle]Marysville, OH (ATCMTD Grant) [Eric Phillips and Team]State of Pennsylvania [Mark Kopko]     Pittsburgh, PA     Harrisburg, PA     Philadelphia, PAState of Utah [Blaine Leonard]Commonwealth of Virginia [Virginia Lingham, Cathy McGhee]
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CV Procurement Analysis
Top Motivators for Interest in Deployment
 Improve Safety!

□ “Move the needle on safety”
□ Most interviewees mentioned safety as an important goal (#1 motivator)
□ Chance to have a significant impact

 Improve Mobility and Operations
□ Manage congestion
□ Enhance access to employment
□ Reduce environmental impact

 Facilitate Economic Growth/ Stimulate the Economy
□ Attract high technology businesses/ Support job creation
□ Encourage testing
□ Develop partnerships

 Support Agency Goals and Direction 
□ Agency sees CV as the future and wants to be out in front
□ Strong leadership and upper management support exists for CV
□ Desire to test the new technologies/equipment
□ Meet the SPaT challenge

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, let’s start to review the findings of the study.   This slide shows the top motivators for our participant’s interest in CV deployment.  It addresses the question: “Why did you want to do this project?” Improving safety and improving mobility and operations were the most often mentioned motivators for CV deployment.  Study participants believe that CV technology gives them an opportunity to have a significant impact on safety.  Additionally, deploying CV provides a opportunity to manage congestion.   Interestingly, several participants mentioned Economic Growth and Stimulating the Economy as a motivator.  They believe that CV technologies will help them to attract high technology businesses, support job creation, and encourage partnerships.  In addition, participants mentioned that deploying CV technologies can directly support agency goals, particularly when the top agency and political leadership supports CV.   
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 Safety Applications
□ Pedestrian crossing/bike safety 
□ Red light violation warning 
□ School zone/work zone warning
□ First responder preemption
□ Spot weather warning
□ Curve speed warning

 Data Environment Applications
□ SPaT/MAP 
□ Probe-enabled traffic monitoring
□ Integrated data environment

 Mobility and Environmental 
Applications
□ Multimodal Intelligent Traffic 

Signal Systems (MMITSS)
□ Adaptive signal control
□ Transit priority
□ Snowplow priority
□ Speed harmonization
□ Queue warning
□ Traveler information
□ Dynamic ridesharing
□ Virtual Active Traffic 

Management
□ Eco-approach and departure

CV Procurement Analysis
Planned/Procured CV Applications

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the applications that our 11 interviewees (collectively) have implemented or are considering for their CV deployments. They are mostly safety and mobility applications, but several applications are being planned for the overall data environment.  SPaT/MAP data is the most frequently (common) application, which can be attributed (partly) to the SPaT challenge.  The integrated data environment refers to a data service that seeks to combine/integrate other real-time data sources with CV data to serve as a robust data environment for the area. (CDOT and City of Denver are both planning on this service – CDOT plans to leverage Panasonic’s CV data environment.)
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CV Procurement Analysis
Systems Development Approaches

 Interviewees reported that their CV projects have moderate to 
substantial software development requirements
 Most projects are being developed using the Vee Development 

Model
 Use of Agile/Scrum methods was reported by a few interviewees 

and appears to be emerging as a trend for larger projects
 A few interviewees said they were using a phased approach
 Several reported use of U.S. DOT guidance based on CV pilots 

documentation to assist with their approach

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide discusses the software needs and system development approaches used for CV projects; According to our respondents, CV projects have moderate to substantial software development needs.  Software development requirements have implications for the system development approaches used. Projects that are just getting started are more likely to use an agile/scrum approach, including ATCMTD projects.  This seems to be the trend and has several advantages.  It is important to match your procurement approach with your system development approach.  Some interviewees expressed that they would benefit from a procurement model/contracting approach that was tailor-made for the Agile/scrum methodology.  
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CV Procurement Analysis
Overall Procurement Approach

n=11
(Operate-Transfer)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This chart shows a breakdown of how agencies are approaching CV procurement in terms of work structure and allocation of roles and responsibilities between parties involved in a CV system acquisition.   Most agencies interviewed are using or have used a design, bid, build approach, which is more traditional. With this approach, the public agency retains primary responsibility for specifying and bidding out the hardware and software elements based on the design.  This may mean a higher number of contracts/work orders to manage, but gives the DOT direct access to those consultants or suppliers.   On the other hand, several agencies are using a design – build approach, in which the same contractor team designs the system, procures or purchases the equipment, develops needed software and installs the equipment.  At the time we talked to them, one of the agencies was still undecided as to how they would proceed with allocating the work for their project.    
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CV Procurement Analysis
Consultant Assistance

Nn =11
*Respondent could select multiple answers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This chart shows the planned use of consultant assistance for specific tasks.   (including system planning, preparing procurement specifications, and overseeing the work)  Most agencies (8 out of 11 or about 73%) we interviewed are utilizing consultants for these functions on CV projects (which are systems manager type functions).  Note:  Some agencies may use consultants for system management functions without calling them a systems manager. 
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CV Procurement Analysis
Contract Types and Method of Award

 Contract Types
□ Most  agencies are using firm fixed-price contracting (for base 

tasks)
□ T&M (Time & Materials) is next most frequently used
□ Optional tasks tend to be done using a T&M approach
 Method of Award

□ Most agencies appear to be able to use both qualifications and 
cost factors in selecting contractors

□ One agency used a sole-source method of award to bring on a 
contractor

□ For buying equipment (esp. large quantities), public agency may be 
more limited on method of award 
▪ Specifications must be very good to enable correct vendor choice
▪ If purchase will be made by contractor or another party, public 

agency can still participate in selection  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the choice of contract type and method of award used by interviewed agencies. For type of contract, most agencies we interviewed are using fixed-price contracting (for base tasks).  Optional tasks tend to be done using a time & materials approach.  The firm-fixed price is used pretty frequently, and it is may be due to the fact that the budget for the project is fixed and FFP becomes a better way to manage the deployment costs. (9 agencies = fixed price, 4 agencies = T&M)The method of award refers to how the contractor/consultant or vendor was selected; in other words, what factors were considered in the selection.  Most CV project contracts included both qualifications and cost factors as a part of the selection.  (we were glad to see that). In several cases, equipment demonstrations were also required as part of the selection process.Most agencies have been able to avoid the low-bid only method of award.
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CV Procurement Analysis
Overall Observations

 Contractor roles vary, but DOTs are giving them a lot of 
responsibility
□ Several DOTs have design-build (-transfer) or (–operate-transfer) 

contracts with contractors
□ Several DOTs are using traditional design – bid – build approach
□ Some DOTs have used both of these approaches for CV projects
□ Most agencies surveyed are using contractor/consultants to perform 

or assist with project planning, project specifications, and oversight 
(systems manager roles) as well as a systems integration role

 Some agencies are partnering with universities
▪ Especially for early stage deployments and testing
▪ Universities often purchased the DSRC equipment for testing and 

research purposes
 Many agencies still do not have direct experience with CV 

procurements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, let me discuss some overall observations based on what we learned.Overall observations  Contractor roles varied, but DOT’s are giving them a lot of responsibilitySeveral DOT’s have design-build (-transfer) or (–operate-transfer) contracts with contractors, especially for larger projectsPotentially easier to manage for the DOTHigher-risk for contractor, especially given the systems integration taskSeveral DOT’s are still using the more traditional design – bid – build approachMay involve several contracts for the DOT to manage, but offers more control of specifications as technology and standards evolveSome DOT’s have used both approaches. (FL, MI)Some DOT’s partnering with universities  (e.g., VA, PA, AZ)Especially for early stage deployments and testing purposesUniversities often purchased the DSRC equipment for testing and research purposesAlthough the trend here is to move away from research to a deployment environment focused on addressing real transportation needs and solving problems.Many DOT’s still do not have any direct experience with CV procurements.This is an important finding. We expect there will be continued demand for information and technical assistance related to CV procurement and  deployment in the future.
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CV Procurement Analysis
Observed Trends

 Scope Expanding from SPaT/MAP only to Multiple Applications
 Increasing Use of Design-Build-Operate-Transfer Approach
 Increasing Use of Agile Development Methods 

Larger 
Projects

Smaller 
Projects

Mainstream 
Deployment

Research
and 

Testing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the trends we observed in CV projects... Where things are headed....The 1st trend:  From:  Research and Testing to Mainstream Deployment  (We noticed that agencies are moving from simply testing the technology toward deployment of CV systems that are solving real transportation problems and addressing their transportation needs)The 2nd trend: From: Smaller Projects to Larger Projects (e.g. more infrastructure equipment like RSUs). This goes hand-in-hand with the first trend.The 3rd trend:  Scope Expanding from SPaT/MAP only to Multiple Applications, Moving from meeting the SPaT challenge to broader projects with more applications built in intended to affect transportation outcomes.The 4th trend:  Increasing Use of Design-Build-Operate-Transfer Approach -- this approach streamlines contracting from the perspective of the agencyThe 5th trend:  Increasing Use of Agile Development Methods -- Especially for newer, larger projects with lots of software
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CV Procurement Analysis
Procurement Challenges Faced

 Growing pains of a young market
□ Robust, mature marketplace still isn’t there today
▪ Very low market penetration for intersections, roadside, and vehicle 

equipment
□ Vendors are still fine tuning equipment and software and working 

interoperability issues associated with deployment
□ Standards and technology are still evolving
□ Vendor interoperability claims may not translate to your environment
□ RSU vendors not always compatible with varying signal controller 

equipment across the state
□ Not yet ready for high volume production of devices

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, what were the key challenges that had to be accounted for or addressed by each project’s CV procurement activity? The main procurement challenge is that the market is still very young when compared to other transportation markets.  We have very low market penetration for Intersections, roadside, and vehicle equipment today. We are in the early adopter stage of the technology market adoption curve. (Read/paraphrase the following points from the slide)Vendors are still fine tuning equipment and software and working interoperability issues associated with deploymentStandards and technology are still evolvingVendor interoperability claims may not translate to your environmentRSU vendors not always compatible with varying signal controller equipment across the stateNot yet ready for high volume production of devicesNote that we are making great strides in this area due to the CV Pilot program and the related interoperability testing.
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CV Procurement Analysis
Procurement Challenges Faced (2)

 Specifying requirements correctly to ensure good choice of vendor

 Communication problems with procurement staff

 Understanding and executing FCC licensing process

 Funding may not be readily available for large-scale CV projects
□ Some areas take advantage of the grant programs such as ATCMTD 

to jumpstart CV deployment efforts

 Lack of federal mandate and uncertain outlook for DSRC 
□ Changes public agency procurement and market forecast
□ Vendors want to be sure the technology will be used prior to investing 

more money into research and product development

Presenter
Presentation Notes
…..Here are some more procurement challenges. .. They include writing specifications correctly, understanding and executing FCC licensing processes, and lack of sufficient funding sources to support large deployments.Another challenge noted was that communication problems emerged between the project manager and the purchasing department, because their staff is not used to this type of technology (for instance, they did not understand or appreciate the lack of market maturity).  With regard to the last bullet point, CV deployers would like to know the US DOT's position or stance on 5.9 GHz DSRC, in the absence of a mandate for now. Some agencies were hesitant to commit a lot of funding to CV deployment in the absence of more clarity here.  This also affects vendors willingness to invest in product improvements and research and development. 
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CV Procurement Analysis
Recommendations and Best Practices

Procurement Planning 
 Explore your contracting options for purchasing CV equipment 

such as communication devices, RSUs, and OBUs
 Find a way to test potential offerors equipment with your signal 

equipment, controllers, and related infrastructure as part of your 
overall procurement strategy and vendor selection process
 Source early in the process to help meet schedule goals

□ Obtain sourcing commitment from suppliers so that they can gear 
up to meet needed demand for equipment and work with you 

 For big CV purchases with large quantities, consider contracting 
with multiple vendors to maximize flexibility and manage the  
risk of not meeting delivery targets 
 Consider technology and standards evolution in procurement 

and deployment strategy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next few (5) slides cover recommendations and best practices we obtained from the interviewees with some lessons from the CV Pilots latest webinars sprinkled in. The recommendations come from those who have deployed connected vehicle technologies in the field.We grouped the best practices into topic areas, such as procurement planning, schedule considerations, and installation and testing.Read or paraphrase:  These recommendations and best practices revolve around procurement and project planning:Explore your contracting options for purchasing CV equipment such as communication devices, RSUs, and OBUsFind a way to test potential offerors equipment with your signal equipment, controllers, and related infrastructure as part of your overall procurement strategy and vendor selection processSource early in the process to help meet schedule goalsObtain sourcing commitment from suppliers so that they can gear up to meet needed demand for equipment and work with you For big CV purchases with large quantities, consider contracting with multiple vendors to maximize flexibility and manage the  risk of not meeting delivery targets Consider technology and standards evolution in procurement and deployment strategy  
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CV Procurement Analysis
Recommendations and Best Practices (2)

 Make use of CV resources offered by the ITS Joint Program 
Office (JPO), National Operations Center of Excellence, etc.

 Use the right expertise
□ CV subject matter experts
□ Partner with colleagues that have contracting and legal expertise
□ Secure access to expertise in FCC licensing process for DSRC

 Communicate effectively!
□ CV technology is new and can be challenging to understand  
□ Involve your contracting and procurement personnel from the 

beginning of the project 
□ Consider use of liaisons to accelerate effective communications
□ Understand and be able to communicate the ultimate CV outcomes 

or benefits
□ Ask for help when you need it

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Continuing the recommendations and best practices as reported by the interviewees (and CV Pilot Sites).  Make use of CV resources offered by the ITS Joint Program Office (JPO), National Operations Center of Excellence, etc.Staff expertise (DOT staff, etc.)Model documentation (CV Pilot program, SPaT Challenge resources) [additional information on the model documentation provided below]CV Pilots documentation includes a comprehensive acquisition plan as well as a comprehensive installation plan for each site, typically packaged as one document  (the acquisition plan is an appendix).  These are available through the National Transportation Library, and links are provided under the CV pilot deployment webpages of the ITS JPO website. In addition, each site was featured in a webinar to discuss their installation experiences. Recently (August 6th, 2018), the National Operations Center of Excellence published a National Connected Vehicle SPaT Procurement Resource, that has actual examples of procurement documents, from Utah, Michigan, Macomb County (Michigan), Florida, and US DOT. The intent of this document is to assist agencies understand the various components for developing procurement documents and provide examples from agencies that have already deployed SPaT broadcasts. The specifications can be used a general guide but need to be tailored to local conditions.  Participate in CV-related peer exchangesTake advantage of training opportunities (ITS PCB program, webinars, etc.)Use the right expertiseCV subject matter experts --- Vet project requirements and specifications with themPartner with colleagues that have contracting and legal expertiseSecure access to expertise in FCC licensing process for DSRC -- the process is nontrivialCommunicate effectively!CV technology is new and can be challenging to understand  Ensure your contracting and procurement personnel are involved from the beginning of the project (system planning phase)Consider use of liaisons to accelerate effective communicationsUnderstand and be able to communicate the ultimate CV outcomes or benefits -- Understand and be able to communicate the ultimate outcomes or benefits. Need to be able articulate the future vision of operations and what is to be achieved with lots of equipped vehicles etc.- Ask for help when you need it 
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CV Procurement Analysis
Recommendations and Best Practices (3)

 Plan for ongoing vendor support during testing and initial 
operations stages
□ Consider use of service-level agreements

 Start small to improve chance of success on bigger projects –
begin on a small scale with your CV deployment before you tackle a 
large-scale project

 Consider ways to approach CV project development and 
procurement that are more flexible than the approach of fully 
specifying and documenting all requirements upfront 
□ Consider phased or agile approaches
□ Consider service provider model approach for CV deployments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
……continued Recommendations and Best Practices as reported by the interviewees are provided on this slide. (3)Plan for ongoing vendor support during testing and initial operations stagesConsider use of service-level agreementsStart small to improve chance of success on bigger projects – begin on a small scale with your CV deployment before you tackle a large-scale projectThis gives you a chance to understand the hurdles you will face and apply learning to the bigger projectConsider ways to approach CV project -- development and procurement that are more flexible than the approach of fully specifying and documenting all requirements upfront Consider phased or agile approachesConsider service provider model approach for CV deployments	The service model allows more flexibility in the choice of technologies and deployment strategies than are allowed in traditional contracting 	methods
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CV Procurement Analysis
Recommendations and Best Practices (4)

Installation and Testing
 Plan for hardware and software issues to occur during early testing 

periods
 Maintain vendor support to address problems during this period
 Use simple, rudimentary installs for prototype OBUs during testing 

period to find problems, investigate antenna placement, etc.  
 Realize that unique installation procedures are needed for special 

equipment like snow plows
 Build dashboarding type tools to track performance of procurement 

and installation activity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Recommendations and best practices as reported by the CV Pilots in recent Webinars on Acquisition and Installation are provided on this slide, as they near the end of phase 2 (design/build/test phase). Now, here are some recommendations based experiences with “Installation and Testing”:  Plan for hardware and software issues to occur during early testing periods (Universal lesson learned)Maintain vendor support to address problems during this period (Universal lesson learned)Use simple, rudimentary installs for prototype OBUs during testing period to find problems, investigate antenna placement, etc.  (Wyoming lesson)Realize that unique installation procedures are needed for special equipment like snow plows (Wyoming experience)If installing OBUs in private vehicles, be aware that many people will not keep their selected appointments. Be conservative in your installation schedule projections.  (Tampa experience)Build dashboarding type tools to track performance of procurement and installation activity (numbers of units, numbers of installs, actuals and goals over time) (Tampa experience)
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CV Procurement Analysis
Recommendations and Best Practices (5)

Schedule Considerations
 Plan time in the schedule for achieving required levels of 

approval/sign-off for large procurements 

 Be conservative in your OBU installation schedule projections 
□ If installing OBUs in private vehicles, be aware that many people 

will not keep their selected appointments
□ May run into unique installation problems with different model 

vehicles 

 Allow sufficient time in the schedule for component and 
integration testing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This last slide on recommendations and best practices are about overall schedule considerationsEspecially if you have a complicated CV project, be conservative with your schedule projections.Budget some extra time for software development and equipment testing.  Plan time in the schedule for achieving required levels of approval/sign-off for large procurements (NYC Experience)
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CV Procurement Analysis
Knowledge And Technology Transfer (KTT) 

Recommendations
 Highest priority information need appears to be model procurement 

documentation, case studies, and project examples 
□ CV Pilots website
▪ “CV Pilot documentation has been very helpful in our state & local 

projects.”
□ SPaT Challenge Procurement Resource
□ Informal networking
□ 3 case studies included in the final report for this project
 Interviewees also interested in guidance, participating in peer 

exchanges, and direct technical assistance on the topic of CV 
procurement
□ “Provide model documentation and guidance.”
□ “Facilitate a cyber security cohort and other peer exchanges for deployers” 

….(continues next slide)
□ “Create/develop a contracting approach and mechanism that works 

well for projects developed using Agile/Scrum methods”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We also asked the interviewees about information or knowledge and technology transfer needs with regard to CV procurement.  The next 3 slides cover a summary of these recommendations. How should US DOT provide procurement assistance to agencies interested in deploying CV technologies?Providing model documentation, case studies, project examples was ranked as the highest priority KTT activity…..These KTT recommendations gathered during the study are for US DOT Consideration:“Provide model documentation and guidance.”“Facilitate a cyber security cohort and other peer exchanges for deployers” ….(continues next slide)“Create/develop a contracting approach and mechanism that works well for projects developed using Agile/Scrum methods”Develop/promote How-to guidance/factsheets on FCC licensing process

https://its.dot.gov/pilots/index.htm
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 Funding opportunities
□ “Sponsor additional USDOT CV projects to assist deployers 

in understanding the undertaking of CV projects and their 
corresponding benefits”

□ “Focus more resources for large-scale CV deployments,
based on CV-Pilot experiences”

□ Develop factsheets explaining potential near term 
funding sources for CV deployment

 Training offerings
□ “Provide training on network infrastructure and technology behind CV”
□ “Educate agencies across the country on CV and AV technologies” 

CV Procurement Analysis
Knowledge And Technology Transfer (KTT) 

Recommendations (2)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These KTT recommendations gathered during the study are for US DOT considerationFunding opportunities ““Focus more resources for large-scale CV deployments,� based on CV-Pilot experiences”Develop factsheets explaining potential near term �funding sources for CV deploymentTraining offerings“Provide training on network infrastructure and technology behind CV”“Educate agencies across the country on CV and AV technologies
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CV Procurement Analysis
Other Recommendations for USDOT

 “Stabilize standards and certification environment”
 “Serve as technical advisor role by highlighting best practices”
 “Support peer exchange of data to consolidate and share information”  
 “Continue to pull out effective things that are learned in the CV Pilots”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A few other recommendations were made on USDOT's role that I thought worth mentioning.Recommendation was made to stabilize standards and certification environment as much as possibleFinalize the 4.1 standard for RSU Create/endorse a corresponding standard for the OBU Institutionalize certification of vendor productsSeveral interviewees thought that an appropriate role for USDOT  would be toServe as technical advisor role, by highlighting (spot-lighting) best practices
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Closing
 Next steps? 

□ Finalize documentation
□ Continue to share results

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This study is now complete, but we plan to share results through conferences and webinars, and other appropriate venues. We do have a final report, as well.  I'd like to thank those who contributed to the study.Thank you.
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 Elina Zlotchenko (ITS Joint Program Office)
□ Elina.Zlotchenko@dot.gov

 John Corbin (FHWA Office of Operations)
□ John.Corbin@dot.gov

 Greg Hatcher (Noblis On-site JPO Support Team)
□ Greg.Hatcher.ctr@dot.gov

CV Procurement Analysis 
Points of Contact

mailto:Elina.Zlotchenko@dot.gov
mailto:John.Corbin@dot.gov
mailto:Greg.Hatcher.ctr@dot.gov
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